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Not so nice section
This is the not so nice section where I talk about guts, bugs
and poop, and so you get the message I am going to start
with faecal transplants.
Let’s not try and make this pretty or polite.
Take two people, one that is skinny the other fat. The skinny
person does a poop, they put this in funnel with a pipe
attached and poke this up the bum of the fat person - and lo
and behold after a while the fat person becomes skinny.
Do it the other way round and poke the pipe into the skinny
persons bum and use the fat persons poop and they
become fat.
Now I am not suggesting that we all have poop swapping parties on Saturday nights but I
am saying that our guts really are the intelligent control centres which regulates our
bodies. We can play around with calorie restricting diets as much as we like but if our
intelligent control system decides we should be fat we end up fat.

The traditional nutritionist
This does blow a bit of a hole in the traditional view that we get fat simply because we eat
to many calories. That’s not exactly wrong it is just too simplistic. We have no idea how
our brains take decisions but we know how computer work which a least allow us to think
about the problem.
Computer coding may seem very complex but they boil down to one very simple line of
code
if something then do something if not then do something else
Lets eat a pretend piece of cheese cake and see how our intelligent control system may
decide what actions to take.
Is body a male - yes then continue else skip next three lines (goto line 10)
is body young - yes then continue else skip next 6 line (goto 30)
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is body fit enough to catch a Woolly Mammoth if yes then
exude cheese cake through bum
(endif - that’s just me being pedantic and coding sort of correctly)
10 (else) is body a female - yes then
is body breast feeding if yes else skip next line (goto 20)
store cheese cake as fat in bum
20 (else) exude cheese cake through bum
30 (else) is body old yes
then store cheese cake as fat in belly

Is all this a bit silly?
Does this all sound silly? Well just consider some people are as skinny as a rake even
though they eat like pigs, other people are fat despite eating next to nothing. OK may be
just DNA but how do your explain this When I was young I was skinny now I am old I tend to put on fat on my tummy, same DNA
so what has changed?
Things don’t just happen in life, there is always a reason - it is just that we don’t
understand the reason. Our gut brain and head brain have trillions of cells. We know that
each cell can communicate with its neighbour and take simple yes no decisions like a line
in computer code.
A complex piece of computer code may have some millions of lines of code - our guts and
brains have thousands of thousands of millions of cells - far to complex for us to
understand the logic of coding that makes it work but we can observe the simple fact that
our brains are taking decision that end up making us fat or skinny (and virtually every
aspect of how we operate).
Our traditional nutritionist is right in that if we eat a lot of ultra processed foods loaded with
calories that we are likely to end up fat. But it is not simply because we are eating an
excess of calories, our intelligent control system decides what it wants to do with those
excess calories - if it want to get rid of them it is perfectly capable of exuding the calories
through our bum or if not storing them in our bum or tummy or wherever it decides.
(Ask any three year old about the calorific value of poop)
Just because we can’t possibly understand the coding that the trillions of cells in our brains
and guts are using doesn’t mean that it not happening.
What makes the correlation between eating ultra processed foods and us getting fat is that
these ultra processed food are actually changing our gut biology - the coding for our
intelligent control system - so we crave more ultra processed foods which our bodies then
store.
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The problem is not simply that we are eating too many calories (which we are) but we
have changed the coding in our gut biology (with different bugs). The solution is not
simply to eat less (which never works long term) but to change the bugs (and hence the
coding) in our guts.
The simple theory that we get fat because we eat too many calories just does not fit the
facts that some people get fat while others don’t and even the same person can be skinny
and fat and different times of their lives. Theories that don’t fit the facts need to be thrown
out even if we haven't really mastered the complexity of our intelligent control system.

Easy to see why
It is easy to see why this idea that it is all about calories has caught on. Just look at these
steps.
People eat a diet containing high amounts of sugars and fats.
There gut biology changes to sugar and fat loving bugs. (bad bugs)
They get fat and may be sick (diabetes, heart attacks, dementia).
They go on a diet, and loose weight.
After a while the bad bugs get really insistent - creating irresistible food cravings.
People give in and stuff themselves.
They get fat.
They go on a diet
etc etc. round and round it goes.
There is an almost perfect correlation between eating to much sugary food and getting fat
and going on a diet and loosing weight, repeated over and over again.
But correlation is not cause. The cause is not eating too many calories, the cause is the
bad sugar loving bugs that make us eat to much. Just cutting out the calories does not
solve the problem (long term anyway).
The way to solve the problem is to change the gut biology to good bugs which leave
people satisfied without the food cravings.

And now the nice bit
The nice bit is that we don’t have to have poop swapping
parties, we can get a healthy gut simply by eating the right
sort of food - and it actually tastes really nice.
Now this is not about some magic plant that only grows in
the Amazon jungle or high in the Himalaya's, that’s for the
fake adverts on the internet, it is all about how we grow our
food and if there is any magic it is the magic of soil.
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There is a world of difference between growing fruit and
vegetables to sell in the Supermarket and growing fruit and
vegetables to enhance gut biology.
Lets face it, this is all about guts, bugs and poop which put
most people off.
Also if you are a professional micro-biologist you may think I
lack credibility because I don’t use long Latin names preferring plain English which people
can relate to.
You don’t need to be a specialist micro-biologist to grow plants that will enhance your guts.
I start with a section on Micro-biology 101 which is the basics that people may like to know
if they are to enhance their guts. But if you don’t want to know about all this yucky stuff and
you just want to know how to grow food to change your guts then read Gbiota Easy.

Micro-biology 101
Good and bad bugs
Gut health starts in the soil, there are trillions of living
creatures in the soil with billions of different species, it would
take many life times to fully understand the complexity of soil
biology. All you really need to know is that there are two
basic types, good bugs and bad bugs.
An example of good bugs are the fungi which break down
rocks releasing the nutrients so they are available to the
plants - they make soil.
They were the first living creatures on earth and if they had
not done their job of making soil there would be no life on
earth, no us, no falling in love and having babies - just
nothing.
Then then there are the bad bugs, nematodes which eat the
roots of the plants, fungi and viruses which kill us and plants. I doubt if there is anyone on
earth who would classify Corona 19 as a good bug.

Ecological balance
Humans have been very clever at developing toxic
chemicals which kill bugs, (that’s kill all bugs). We have not
been so clever at developing chemicals which kill the bad
bugs without harming the good bugs.
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But let me tell you, however much of a right wing neoeconomic liberalist you may be nothing prepares you for the
savagery of the micro-biological world - it is absolute war
which makes Hitler look like a friendly aunt.
It is a viscous battle between the good bugs and the bad
bugs - and who wins depends on the conditions. I said at
the beginning that you don’t need to know all those long names that proliferate in biology
text books - but you do need to know and manage the conditions that favour the good
bugs.
And that boils down to food and water. The essence of growing food to enhance our gut
health is to ensure there is abundance of food and the right moisture content that the good
bugs will thrive on.

Food and sex
Bugs have much in common with adolescent boys who are fixated on food and sex, but
the they don’t live very long so they need to breed real fast (and evolve real fast too).
We get different bugs if we change the conditions.
In East Africa it is hot and humid with lots of stagnant water
where mosquitoes breed so the chances of getting malaria
(a bad bug) are very high but go to the Atacama desert and
the chances of getting malaria are negligible.

It’s a number game
I do have to go off theme for a moment and point out that
micro biology is a numbers game. You probably think that Ecoli is deadly and must be avoided at all cost, yet right inside
your guts there are probably a few E-coli cells and they are
doing you no harm whatever.
It may be impossible to eliminate all the bad bugs without
killing off the good bugs, but it simply does not matter.
It is almost impossible for us to understand the huge
numbers in micro-biology.
If I asked you to take a walk to the nearest pool or river and
swim a couple of widths, may be walking 1K, a thousand
steps, and few strokes in the water, you may think this is
doable.
If I were to ask you to walk and swim around the
circumference of the earth you may think that this is
ridiculous - but maybe there is some extremist who has
done it.
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But if I said walk and swim around the globe one thousand
times you would certainly say totally ridiculous, hundred of
trillions of steps. Yet that is the sorts of number we deal with
in micro-biology.
Why do I bring this up? Because there are no absolutes. If
you follow everything I say and eat an almost perfect diet
there is still a chance you will die from the virus (where
death correlated very strongly with a diet) or you could stuff
yourself with chicken wings and chips followed by doughnuts
and cheese cake and catch the virus and not even know it.
It’s all a probability game but the odds are very much in
favour of leading a healthy life if you work with the microbes
to have a healthy gut.

There just everywhere
The last point to make in this Micro-biology 101 is just how
small microbes are and that they are just everywhere, in the
air, on virtually every surface and in the food we eat - which
is a good things as we would soon die if there were no good
microbes in our food.
But how do they get in our food?
Microbes (bugs) need energy and generally they can’t
harness directly the energy from sunlight (OK there are a
few algae that can, I said there are no absolutes in this game) but a role of plants is to
harness the suns energy and to generate carbon compounds which other creatures,
particularly bugs and animals, can use as fuel.
The bugs need the plants to provide energy - and the plants need the bugs to provide
nutrients.
So the plants exude sugars (energy) from their roots to feed
the bugs, and in return the bugs provide the plants with
nutrients. But different plants exude different sugars to
attract different bugs so in a poly-culture there are many
different species in the soil.
But bugs are a pretty warlike creatures - there are big bugs
who eat small bugs who in turn eat even smaller bugs.
Some of the larger soil creatures have gut system similar to
ours so there is a whole chain of creatures eating each other
and creating an incredibly complex biology in the soil.
While there is a wide spectrum of creatures of all shapes
and sizes, our friendly worms play a crucial role in improving
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our gut biology. But they need moisture, however ants and beetles undertake a similar role
in forming soil in drier climates, but they are not cute and cuddly like worms and they have
nasty habits - like biting us and eating our food.
But these beneficial bugs end up in the structure of the plants, that’s how we make
fermented food like sauerkraut and kimchi.

Plants are naturally pre and pro biotics
Now that is the key sentence, humans and our pre-human ancestors have been eating
plants grown in biologically active, nutrient rich soil for millions of years - these ideas have
stood the test of time - we just forgot that important lesson with our enthusiasm for
synthetic chemicals which is a major factor in the diabetic and obesity epidemic.
But, and this is the key point, it is not just possible, it is
common, to grow plants without any soil biology, we can
feed them all the nutrients they need in the form of chemical
fertilisers and the soil does little more than hold the plant
upright. You can have a perfect looking piece of Kale, which
you may think is highly healthy but has really little value in
enhancing our gut biology. It may look healthy but is just
sterile with no beneficial biology.
The essence of growing food to enhance our gut biology is
to create a biologically active, nutrient rich soil.

The bugs go on holiday
Micro biology is a complex affair with some species breeding in the soil directly while
others are growing inside the guts of the animals that are living in the soil.
There is room for some smart PhD students to study the exact mechanism of how the
bugs go from the soil and into the plants, but we know they do, and we know that some
how the plants seem to select which bugs enter the plants. Complex business this nature.
For many years I had a system of making compost from
human waste, I was concerned about the bad bugs so I did
not use the waste directly but used it to grow plants which I
harvested as green manure, relying on the plants to filter out
any bad bugs. I may not fully understand how plants
manage to filter out the good and bad bugs - but I am still
alive.
Having made the point that plants are the most effective pre and pro biotics (if we grow
them right) I wrote Gbiota Easy to show the right way to grow plants to enhance our gut
biology. But first let me talk about bugs and infection.
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Bugs and infection
Right now, with the dreaded virus, most people are worried about infection. So just a few
words about bad bugs and how we fight them. Oh! and it is not just us - it is all animals
and plants too.
People often seem to think that if they are healthy that there
are no bugs in or on them (apart from a few bugs in their
tummies which help digest their food). Then suddenly along
comes a bad bug (like C19) and the next minute they are in
hospital on a ventilator.
That is just not the way bugs work. They are simply
everywhere, on this keyboard, on my skin and hair, inside my mouth, and I am breathing
them in right now and I am sure the breakfast I have just eaten is full of bad bugs. (I can
be sure of that, I found a slug on my veggies I was making my morning Gbiota smoothie
from).
Bugs are a numbers game. As I said you almost certainly have E-coli in your guts right
now. But one little bug is nothing and does no harm whatever. They have to go the next
stage (sex and food) and breed up.
Now here is the first obstacle for our bad bug. There may be
lots of good bugs (or just neutral bugs) who are busy eating
all the food so the bad bugs may just be crowded out and
unable to breed - so no harm done.
But our bad bug has a few more obstacles to overcome
before we are in that ambulance with flashing blue lights. There is our immune system
which really works in two ways.
The first is a bit like the police force. They know that Bert
down the road has a nasty habit of sneaking into other
peoples gardens and stealing their wheel barrows. So they
pop into his house and see it full of wheel barrows so they
take him away, people get their wheel barrows back and that
is the end of the story. No big deal.
When our immune system is watching out for baddies the experts say we have immunity
and our immune system is so efficient that people typically don’t even know they have
been infected. Hence all the interest in vaccines to give us immunity.
But even if we don’t have immunity (yet) our immune system will still protect us and do
everything it can to keep us alive - it just gets a bit violent.
The second part of our immune system is like the army.
Bert has a son called Cuthbert (son of Bert) who has
inherited his dad’s habit of nicking things. But the immune
system police don’t even know Bert had a son so they are
not watching out for him.
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All the immune system knows is that there is a lot of lawn mower thefts in the area but they
have no idea who is causing it so the immune system calls out the army and tells the
soldiers - go kill the baddie.
So the army goes to town and blasts away with their tanks
and mortars to make sure they kill the baddie. This is when
we feel really sick, not so much from the baddie but our own
army fighting to protect us, what they call collateral damage.
This is why we feel so tired and weak when we get infected.
If, and generally when, the army has done a good job and
killed off the baddie they go back to their barracks leaving
our bodies to rebuild all the damage, we call that recovery. With a bit of luck our immune
system will have worked out that Cuthbert, a baddie, is pushing lawn mowers along the
street and next time will send out the police force and not the army.

Dis-enabling
So the name of the game is to grow food in a particular way to enhance our gut biology.
Having a healthy biology will not stop us getting infected from a bad bug, neither will it kill
off the bad bug, but it may just stop it breeding.
If we are eating a diet full of sugars and fats there will be plenty of food for the bad bugs to
eat so they can breed up and make us really sick.
I have said before biology is a numbers game, eating a diet which lead to a healthy gut
biology just moves the odds in our favour, eating a diet full of sugars and fats move the
odds in the bad bugs favour.
There is a recent post on dis-enabling. (see blogs)
That’s what Gbiota beds are all about and while they share the same basic principles there
are a number of different types.

Types of Gbiota beds
There are three main types of Gbiota beds, sponge beds which are dead simple but
manual, wicking beds which required less manual work but need careful management of
the water and Gbiota beds which are totally automated (bearing in mind that automated is
not the same as maintenance free, weeds and bugs are not co-operative).
In addition beds can be open, (which means they are in contact with the local soil) so
biology can readily enter the bed or closed e.g in a box, which means that biology must be
added to the soil.
The difference is in how they manage the water but they all depend on having the
appropriate soil which is the same for all types.
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Creating the soil
There are five requirements to create Gbiota soil, we start with minerals, then that magic
combination of plants and soil micro biology working as a happy couple together, then we
need Goldilocks moisture (not too much, not too little, just right) and we mustn’t forget air.
Minerals can be added by a combination of rocks dusts to
provide the required spectrum. The conventional approach
is just to focus on the N,P,K and the common minerals such
as calcium, magnesium, manganese etc. but the essential
trace elements like selenium iodine etc are often missing
and need to be added.
But these minerals are not available to the plants until they
are broken down by the biology so that needs to be managed.
Some biology needs to be added directly but fortunately biology can be cooperative and
given the right conditions will develop naturally if the conditions are right.
Soil biology breeds very fast, hours rather than years, this means that given the right
conditions soil biology will grow very rapidly - but it also means that there is considerable
opportunity to mutate into species with very different characteristics (as we see in Corona
19).

Labile compost
Bugs have just two interest in life, food and breeding. The
good bugs in both the soil and in our guts just love fibre.
While the general preference in horticulture is to apply
matured compost Gbiota beds are about growing beneficial
biology so there are benefits in using labile or immature
composting material to feed the good bugs. But as labile compost has negatives, such as
potential pathogens, this should be separated from the bulk of the rhizosphere.
This is part of the logic behind the three layer system.

Three levels
All Gbiota beds have three basic soil strata.

Bottom layer
The bottom layer is below the main root level and works as a water reservoir. It is initially
filled with what is refereed to as labile compost, meaning young compost which has not
fully matured and may consist of weeds, prunings, old plants, saw dust or almost anything
organic.
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Some plants have growth inhibitors in their roots to stop other plants growing nearby so an
initial short period of composting is desirable but otherwise it is a pretty relaxed process on
the just ‘toss it in’ basis.
This layer will rot down over time as it decomposes and within a couple of years may have
disappeared as a separate layer - this is not an issue and the upper layers will top up the
levels.

Second layer - the rhizosphere
The next layer upwards is where the roots grow, the rhizosphere. This must have a high
organic content with a mixture of local soil and compost or straight compost but it needs to
be well rotted so it has a good tilth and mature enough to be free of the growth inhibitors
put out by some plants.
Readily locally available products like Vermicast or mushroom compost may initially be
very useful in making this layer.
However some 40% of the food actually grown on farm is wasted and ends up in tips
producing green house gases. This is a major issue for our society and it is really hoped
that people will find ways of accessing this waste food and using this as a key ingredient in
Gbiota beds.
Generally we do not want to disturb this layers so they are essentially no till.

Top or germination layer
The upper layer is just for germination and need a fine tilth so will be reworked at each
seeding.
A layer of fine compost or equivalent is laid on the surface to make the actual bed, seeds
are then laid on on the surface. There are different views on the density of planting. If I
can, and it suits the plants, I like to use a high density as this helps protect the plants from
insects and weeds. Weed and insect killers may not harm us (or they may) but they will
certainly harm our gut biology so they are a big no no.
I can get away with the high density because there is so much nutrient in the system, but
some plants just need the space to mature.

Lets not be to dramatic
The chronic diseases associated with inappropriate fat storage - diabetes, heart attacks
and dementia kill far more people that the virus and must be ranked as high on the list of
issues facing modern society.
While climate change is debated (if debating is what you call the current discussion on
climate change) the destruction of our soils is of similar magnitude as a threat to our
species. It is estimated that at the current rate we will have destroyed our soils within sixty
years - and it is just a myth that we can survive on synthetic food production.
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However the key inputs of Gbiota beds are waste organic material, particularly food waste
which accounts for some 40% of current total food production and minerals.
Food waste creates a financial cost in landfill and an
environmental cost in atmospheric pollution. Recycling food
and organic waste may be a secondary benefit of Gbiota
beds but they may turn out to be the dominant issue as we
approach the point where we can no longer feed ourselves.
Minerals may be a cost, but the prime source is rock dust from quarries which is a waste
product but there are still the transport costs. But we also need to look at the
environmental cost and using rock dust posses no threat, the volume of rocks available
are just massive in relation to our needs for food production, and with the occasional
volcanic eruption are not an issue now or in the future. The costs are the common one of
transport and processing.

Grandfathers disease
Now you can see I have written a lot about disease, but there is one disease that defies all
medical analysis and is in no medical text books. And the bad news is I have got it.
It is called grandfathers disease. It strikes older people and
the symptoms are that the patient realised they are no
longer invincible and will soon be feeding the worms as
concentrated compost and they would rather like their grand
kids to enjoy the life they have lived.
But it is pretty clear that we (that’s humanity) need to make
some pretty major changes to our food system so our grand
kids can have the benefit of exploiting their grandparents as
unpaid Uber drivers.
I have been experimenting with different ways of growing
food for donkeys years (actually I learned about growing
food in the days of Victory gardens in the second world war
- yes I am really that old.
But worse I have been writing about food, health and
sustainability since the birth of the internet over twenty
years ago.
And the result - well the good news is lots of people agree with me but the bad news is
very view take action.
So I need a plan.
Step 1 in this plan is to persuade some people with a bit of garden (or window box) to set
up Gbiota easy beds so they can experience for themselves the benefits of a healthy gut
which comes from healthy soil.
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Step 2 is to help converts to set up local micro farms to supply Gbiota food to local people.
This will be commercial operations providing not just gainful but socially beneficial
employment.
Step 3 is to expand this to larger scale industrial style agriculture. But the snag is I won’t
be around for that stage so I need to persuade people to get step 1 and 2 going before I
become compost and feed my friends the worms.
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